
 
Best Diet Pills- 67% Discount

New Diet Pill Launched Exclusively on Amazon
Dr Pete December 03, 2014

To celebrate the launch of their new Premium Lean weight loss supplement on
Amazon Dr Pete Ultra is offering 67% off the retail price

(Newswire.net -- December 3, 2014) (Newswire.net -- Deerfield, FL -- As part of Dr
Pete Ultras efforts to continue offering quality products and great service to its
customers, interested individuals can now save on Dr Pete Ultra Premium Lean Diet
Supplement when they buy the new diet supplement launched exclusively on Amazon.
“I am proud to announce the launch of our newly released diet pills on Amazon. Dr
Pete Ultra Premium Lean is a very effective aid to help lose weight and is now
available at an introductory 67% off for a limited time,” said Dr. Pete, CEO of Pete

Murray Ltd. 
Dr Pete Premium Lean Diet Supplement  is the first product in the Dr Pete Ultra range to be offered with a huge
discount rate. Made of a special blend of ingredients that research has shown to provide the best and most effective fat
burning properties, this diet supplement boosts one’s metabolic rate and suppresses appetite, a combination that gives
a strong head start to losing weight quickly.
The diet pills works on problem areas, including thighs, belly and bottom. Dr Pete Premium Lean Diet Supplement is
also backed by a 60-day money back guarantee, assuring interested individuals of the pill’s effectiveness and quality.
One of its ingredients is Synephrine, a metabolic enhancer that serves as a stimulant and helps in breaking down fat
while boosting the adrenaline system. Aside from stimulating fat metabolism, it increases caloric expenditure, creates a
sense of well-being and boosts energy, often providing an effect similar to caffeine. Another power player in its list of
ingredients is Yohimbine, which serves as an alpha-2 receptor blocker that blocks fat cells around the hips from
developing and helps burn this fat. Its effects are clearly seen in the rave reviews and positive feedback it received
from various customers. 
Theresa, an avid user of Dr Pete Ultra Premium Lean, shared, “I have increased energy and a suppressed appetite.
What is also great with this supplement is that I only have to take one a day to get the effects.” 
While Lanette tells us of her experience of using Dr Pete Ultra Premium Lean "This is by far one of the most amazing
weightloss/fatburners I have used" 
Beth says " I feel great taking it no jitters or nausea have a ton more energy and less hungry" and LH finds "It is easy to
take and doesn't leave any strange after taste"
The pre-Christmas offer is available for a limited time only, so interested individuals should hurry while the offer lasts.
Dr Pete Premium Lean is available at http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00KDGORO6. 
Pete Murray Ltd is a manufacturer and distributor of quality weight loss supplements. Based in the UK, the company
aims to help its customers achieve their dream body through their products and offers. 
###
For more information, feel free to visit http://www.drpeteultra.com
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